Crew Discussion
YouVersion Bible Plan
Make sure students check out the Bible Plan associated
with this series, found at: www.go2.lc/LoopBiblePlans
Character Practice

Big Question

CREW GUIDE
Ready For Anything
Week 3: Honesty Practice

Icebreaker Question
If you had to eat a slice of pie every day for the
rest of your life, which flavor of pie would you
choose?

Why do we lie?

Choose questions for your Crew.
1. What was your favorite part of the message today?
What’s one thing you learned?
2. Think about the Jenga game we played today. How
does that block tower remind you of truth and trust vs.
dishonesty and mistrust?
3. What’s your answer to today’s big question?

The Verse
Philippians 4:12-13 NLT
I know how to live on almost nothing or with
everything. I have learned the secret of living
in every situation, whether it is with a full
stomach or empty, with plenty or little. For I
can do everything through Christ, who gives
me strength.

4. Read Philippians 4:12-13 NLT. How could this verse
remind you to be honest in any situation?
5. Name a person who you think of as really honest.
What does that person do that makes you feel that
way? In what ways would you like to be like them?
6. Describe a situation where people feel pressured to be
dishonest. What could help them to be truthful with
love and care instead? And what will you do if you’re
tempted to be dishonest this week?
7. Spend some time checking in with the students in your
group. How are they doing? Any prayer requests?
Anything they want to thank God for? Pray together.

Activity
Turn to back of page

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Family Water Day:July 17th
Outdoor Movie: August 21st
River Baptism: August 29th
Family Experience: September 18th

Instructions
ACTIVITY GUIDE

Ready For Anything
Week 3: Honesty Practice

Trust Towers
A fun way to bring the tower illustration on The Loop Show
to real life.

Activity Objective
Remove a piece of the wooden Jenga tower without
making the rest of the tower fall over.

You’ll Need
• Jenga game (1 per room)

Set up: One leader should assemble the Jenga game
and set it up somewhere stable in your room, such as
on a table.
Say: On The Loop Show today, we saw a visual
example with a wooden tower of how lies wear down
someone’s trust in you. Some lies may slip through
without ruining your trust. But each lie plays a role in
wearing down trust. Let’s play that same game right
now—and be thankful it’s only a game and not our real
reputations and trustworthiness at stake!

1. Each group chooses one person to go to the
tower and remove one block—one person playing
at a time—without knocking down the rest of the
tower.
2. Repeat this process, allowing as many students
who want to try to remove a piece to play until the
tower finally topples.
3. If time allows, rebuild and play again.

